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Pacific's School of Dentistry
Adopts Three-year Curriculum
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By DICK ENGER
Associate Director of Public Relations
School of Dentistry
The University of the Pacific School of
Dentistry has streamlined its curriculum,
making it possible for students to become
highly qualified dentists in three years
instead of the traditional four .
The school is one of the first dental
schools in the nation to adopt the shortened
curriculum. UOP and two other dental
schools-the Medical College of Georgia
and the College of Medicine and Dentistry of
New Jersey-have their entire freshman
classes on three-year programs this year .
The revised curriculum will enable
UOP to turn out one-third more graduates
per year-"an important factor in view of
the rapidly increasing demands for dental
care today," according to Dr. Dale F.
Redig, dean of the school. The plan will also
ease the financial burden of the student,
saving him one year of living expenses and
placing him at work earlier.
The accelerated training is being accomplished by extending the acade~ic
year, by deleting redundant areas of Instruction, and by more efficient presentation of material. "However, the quality of
our education is not being sacrificed," the
dean pointed out. "We are not radically
changing fundamental curriculum content-we are just tightening it up and
making it more pertinent to today's dental
practice. ''
Starting with the current first year
class, students at UOP will attend classes
for four academic quarters each year.
Dental schools traditionally have operated
on a standard three-quarter academic year.
Students who satisfactorily complete
the school's requirements for graduation in
three years will receive the D.D.S. degree.
''The revised curriculum, however, does not
bind us to graduate all students in three
years," Dr. Redig said, "as some may
require a longer period of time to complete
their training."
Students at the school no longer will be
referred to as freshmen, sophomores,
juniors and seniors. There now will be only
three ~lasses and the students will be
designated as first, second, or third year
doctoral students. The school presently has
a capacity of 400 students with 100 in each of
the four classes. By eliminating one class,
each of the remaining three classes can be
increased by some 33 students.
In the new program, material
developed historically as separate aspe~ts
of the curriculum is being integrated, which
saves time and improves the student's
ability to coordinate his knowledge and
skill. "In the past the three principal
components of dental education-preclinical technic, basic sciences, and clinical
experience-have been isolated," Dr. ~eroy
Cagnone, assistant dean for academic affairs, pointed out. "There often has been

UOP'S SCHOOL OF DENTISTRY is located
at Sacramento and Webster Streets in San
Francisco. It is the large rectangular
building at the bottom of the picture.
overlap and redundancy and, in some instances, topics spread over three or four
years have lost their relationship to other
material taught. By integrating these areas
we hope to correlate the various courses to
make the overall program more meaningful
to the student."
One of the major changes is that
students .a re r~ce~ving initial. clini~/ experience m their first year. whic~ wul ~e
integrated with their basic science Instruction in their second year. "In the past
they were given two years of theory before
ever seeing a patient, so it was possible for
important details of their science instruction to be forgotten before they began
actual patient care," Dr. Cagnone said.
Innovations in methods of presenting
material and more efficient use of lecture,
laboratory, and clinic time will also help to
shorten the curriculum. The use of video
tape, slide-tape packages, pr~grammed
instruction, tutoring, team teachmg, small
group instruction, and alternative methods
of testing will be encouraged in the spirit of
educational experimentation.
"An important side effect of this
program is that it will prompt the. faculty to
take a critical look at the effectiveness of
their teaching and to apply new concepts
where they see weaknesses," Dr. Cagnone
observed.
(Continued on next page)
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Engineer
O f the
Year
Dr. Robert Heyborne, dean
of the University of the
Pacific School of Engineering, received the "Engineer
of the Year" award and
plaque recently at the Annual San Joaquin Valley
Engineers Week Banquet.
The annual award is
presented by the San Joaquin
Engineers Council to the
engineer in the general area
of Fresno to Lodi who has
made the most significant
contributions
to
the
engineering profession and
to his community.
Participating societies
include the Association of
Public Works Officials, the
American Society of Civil
Engineers, the California
Society of Professional
Engineers, the Institute of
Electrical and Electronic
Engineers, the Institute of
Traffic Engineers, the
Illuminating
Engineers
Society, and the Professional
Engineers in California
Government.
Dr. Heyborne was cited for
his accomplishments in
revitalizing the UOP School
of Engineering and for
guiding the school to full
accreditation
by
the
Engineers' Council for
Professional Development.
Under Dr. Heyborne's
leadership, the school
developed a Cooperative
Education Program that
alternates work experience
with classroom studies for
engineering
students.
Enrollment at the school has
doubled since Dr. Heyborne
was named dean three years
ago.
In receiving the award, the
dean also was cited for his
work in local, regional and
national engineering
organizations and for his
numerous visits to local high
schools to discuss the
engineering profession.

Robert Heyborne

Lockheed Invention . . .

Fast Speech Helps Blind
Two University of the Pacific professors
are working with a piece of Lockheed research equipment that they believe can help
the blind "read" faster and also serve as a
valuable resource in speech and hearing
studies.
Dr. Kenneth Perrin, chairman of the department of communicative disorders, and
Dr. Richard Harris, assistant professor of
electrical engineering, are using the unit
named Vocom, for voice communication.
The device is on a two-month loan to the
University from Lockheed Missiles & Space
Company in Sunnyvale. The aerospace firm
developed Vocom as part of its diversification program.
"This unit does two basic things," explained Dr. Perrin, " and that is to speed up
someone's speech to twice its normal rate
or slow it down to twice as slow. And the unit
does this without affecting intelligibility,
because the speaker's pitch is not affected."
According to Dr. Perrin, this last point
about intelligibility is the key to the unit.
The UOP professor noted that even a simple
tape recorder can slow down or speed up
someone's speech-but the results are distorted and unintelligable. Using the Vocom,
however, the speech is understandable at
both the advanced and reduced rate.
Dr. Perrin uses Vocom to slow down
speech to determine if stroke victims can
profit more from verbal messages that have
been slowed. He also is interested in other
applications of the Vocom unit in speech
and hearing research and noted the device
could allow students to listen to lectures in a
shorter time.
Dr. Harris, who is interested in helping
the handicapped through electronics, is using Vocom to speed up speech and develop
spoken books for the blind. He explained
that people can comprehend speech at a
rate much greater than the normal spoken
word, so someone could read into the Vocom
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LINDA O'NEAL, a blind student from San
Mateo, and Dr. Richard Harris of the School
of Engineering use the Vocom unit (right)
with the aid of a conventional tape recorder
and earphones.

from a book and have the results recorded
on tape at twice the normal speed. By
making these tapes available to the blind,
they could in effect "read" a book in a much
shorter time and with the use of considerably fewer tapes.
"We have already used the Vocom with a
few blind students on the UOP campus,"
added Dr. Harris, "and the results are
very encouraging."
Officials from Lockheed visited the
Pacific campus recently to view the unit in
operation and discuss its benefits as an educational research instrument.

More About ...

Dental School Curriculum
(Continued from page 1)

To keep pace with the fast changing
dental profession the school is making
important shifts in emphasis. There will be
more time devoted to prevention, diagnosis,
community dentistry, the use of auxiliaries,
group management of the clinic, total
patient care, and new developments in technique and therapeutics. Areas that have
become less significant due to changing
dental practices-such as certain lab work
which auxiliaries are now being trained to
handle-will be de-emphasized.
One of the goals of the new program will
be to instill in the student the necessity of
continuing his education after graduation to
keep up with new developments in the
profession, Dr. Cagnone said. There will be
increased emphasis on evaluating student
performance.
The concept of the three-year dental
curriculum is not new. During World War
II the school, then known as the College of
Physicians and Surgeons, was among

dental schools in the U.S. that went to threeyear programs to relieve a critical shortage
of dentists. As a result, P&S graduated two
classes in 1944.
According to Dr. Alistair W. McCrone,
academic vice president, the revised
curriculum is in accord with the recent
Carnegie Commission report on "Higher
Education and the Nation's Health" which
recommended that dental schools as well as
medical schools convert to three-year
programs. "The study concluded that some
material is being taught that doesn't really
need to be taught and it is being spread thin
to cover four years," he reported. "It is believed that students tend to get stale in their
fourth year under such a curriculum. The
learning experience should be more lasting
in a concentrated three-year program."
"Another advantage found for the
three-year curriculum is that better use is
made of costly academic facilities by
operating them year-round," Dr. McCrone
pointed out.
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The Economics of Earthquakes
Studied by Callison Professor
Earthquake damage in the United
States between 1925-65 totaled nearly $800
million, according to a Callison College professor.
This figure is of special significance to
Dr. Tapan Mukerjee, one of the few
economists in this country whose expertise
is the economics of natural hazards such as
earthquakes, floods and other calamities .
He recently presented a paper on
"Adjusting To Earthquakes: Cost and
Benefits" at a Conference on Seismic Risk,
sponsored by the California State Legislature and its Joint Committee on Seismic
Safety. He also authored a work on "The
Economics of Adjustments to Earthquakes."
In his presentation to the conference,
Dr. Mukerjee notes that the United States
has been "extremely fortunate" in the loss
of life from earthquakes. "In the present
century there have been only three quakes
in this country in which more than a hundred people were killed-san Francisco in
1906 with 700 deaths; Long Beach in 1933
with 120 deaths, and Alaska in 1964 with 114
deaths." However, during only the 40-year
span of 1925-65, the estimated loss of assets
from earthquakes in the U.S. was $792 million.
"Immediately following an earthquake
there is a great deal of response from the
public, and demand for various types of predisaster type adjustment increases," the
economist noted. "However, after a lapse of
some time, as the memory of the event
fades, complacency returns to the people."
As an example of this, he states that some $6
million in new construction has been completed near a previous slide area in Alaska,
and there has been no local zoning of special
high risk areas in that state.
"It is important to note that in the
Alaska case adjustments to reduce future
earthquake losses have not been as significant as one would expect," he declared.
"Memory of a disaster evidently fades fast
... as proper land-use planning of Alaskan
communities has not taken place. It also appears that adequate care is not being taken
in construction site selection and preparation."
But what can be done to diminish the
destructive force of earthquakes?
According to Dr. Mukerjee there are
several things, including the previously
mentioned zoning of high risk areas, landuse planning and selection of construction
sites. Outlined at the conference on a cost
and benefit basis were earthquake warning
systems, structural protection, land use
changes through abandonment of hazardous locations, or land zoning on the basis of
seismic risk. He also reviewed-on a cost
and benefit basis-post-disaster factors
pertaining to relief and rehabilitation and
noted the losses that would come with total
inaction toward the problem.
"Losses from earthquakes are a joint
product of man and nature," he explains,
"as an earthquake is a hazard when it
strikes an inhabited and-or developed
area.''
Dr. Mukerjee, a member of the
National Science Foundation sponsored

Elliott Iaylo r
To Retire

Tapan Mukerjee

Natural Hazards Study Group, began his
study of earthquakes through an interest in
natural hazards, and man's behavior
toward them from an economic standpoint.
He now is involved in a study of how San
Francisco residents perceive the earthquake hazard in what he terms their "high
risk" location.
"The choice of adjustment made by
people is dependent upon the perception of
the hazard, the range of choice open to
them, the perception of technology by the
decision makers in the community, the
economic efficiency of the alternatives and
dependence on other people,'' Dr. Mukerjee
said.
The economist, a UOP faculty member
since 1970, notes that studies have shown
educational level or age has little to do with
someone acting to minimize earthquake
loss, but a location where a quake has occurred frequently in the past does appear to
make a difference.
"The chance of severe earthquake
damage is ever present in the State of California, particularly in the San Francisco
Bay Area," Dr. Mukerjee declared. "It is
essential," he concludes, "that we take a
critical look at policies of earthquake loss
reduction at the local, state and national
level."

The August retirement
plans of Dr. Elliott Taylor as
dean of admissions and financial aids at University of
the Pacific and the assignment of these duties to Dr .
Elmer "Hans" Wagner, currently dean of records and
institutional research, have,
been announced by Dr.
Alistair McCrone, academic
yice president.
Dr. Taylor is a 1928 graduate of Pacific who has been in
charge of admissions at the
Stockton campus since 1947.
When he first assumed duties
in this field there were about
850 Pacific students, and now
there are some 4,000 undergraduates.
Dr. Taylor, who received
an honorary doctor of
humanities degree in 1963
from Illinois Wesleyan University, has studied at
Columbia University and
University of Vienna. He has
traveled extensively and
been active in organizations
such as Kiwanis International, where he served as
governor of the CaliforniaNevada-Hawaii District.
Dr. Wagner came to Pacific in 1971 from the position
of registrar and chief admissions officer at the University of California at
Davis. When Dr. Taylor retires on August 31, Dr. Wagner will become dean of admissions and institutional research. His duties will be expanded to involve coordinating the functions of recruiting students, financial aids,
the registrar's office, and institutional research.
Dr. Wagner went to UC
Davis in 1963 after 13 years in
the registrar's office at Stanford University. He holds
B.A. and M.S. degrees from
the University of Idaho, M.A.
from Columbia University
and Ed.D. from Stanford. He
is a past president of the Pacific Association of Collegiate Registrars and Admissions Officers.
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Pharmacy Students Analyze "Street Drugs"
By RICHARD DOTY,
News Bureau Director
One of the few drug analysis programs
in the United States-and the only one of its
kind at a pharrpacy school-now is underway at Pacific's School of Pharmacy.
Pacific Information Service on Street
Drugs involves pharmacy students
analyzing the content of various illicit
drugs, most of which are sent to the school
by a local drug abuse clinic.
"The term 'street drug' refers to both
legally and illegally manufactured drugs
that are sold in the illicit street market and
usually are of unknown composition,"
explained Dr. John Brown, associate professor of pharmacognosy at UOP and codirector of the program with Dr. Marvin
Malone, professor of pharmacology at UOP.
Dr. Brown said the school became involved in the program when officials
realized a "tremendous" need for the service. This is due to the number of "bad trips"
drug users receive after buying pills and
capsules that are not what the seller
claimed.
Four pharmacy students (Carl Gross,
Vince Chan and Howard Appell of Stockton
and Brian Winterberg of Fresno) spend an
average of ten hours per week analyzing the
drugs, and Dr. Brown said the number of
samples received varies each week. The
program receives financial support from
Rho Chi, the pharmacy honorary society,
and the students receive academic credit
for their work as part of a special problems
class.

"Our pharmacy students have a
tremendous advantage in a program like
this," Dr. Brown explained, "because of
their ability to recognize the many different
kinds of pills and capsules."
Dr. Brown said there are programs like
the one at Pacific that are operated in

Europe and Canada, but the only other he
has heard of in this country is in the Los
Angeles area. "We understand that some
other pharmacy schools have programs
that analyze drugs on an infrequent basis "
he explained, "but we know of no progra~
like ours at any other pharmacy school in
the United States."
Friends, a local drug abuse clinic
provides approximately 90 per cent of th~
drugs that are tested. The students &lso
receive samples from In Site, a drug abuse
clinic in Sonora, and from various pharmacists who come in contact with drug
users on "bad trips". All the drugs are submitted anonymously, analyzed to determine
the content, and a report submitted on the
findings. The drugs are not returned.
"We do not ask for names of persons or
sources," Dr. Brown explained, "but we do
like to know what the sample is reputed to
be." He said some people have heard about
the program and actually brought samples
to him, but he prefers that those interested
in having a drug analyzed work through
programs like Friends, or a local pharmacist.
Findings by the school so far have included instances where a drug user was told
he was purchasing mescaline, but in nearly
all cases the drug turned out to contain the
considerably more dangerous LSD. A
recent survey of 13 mescaline pills revealed
various amounts of LSD in all cases.
''The obvious conclusion from our
ex~erience," Dr. Brown explained, "is that
neighborhood pushers do not have
mescaline. If you buy mescaline on the
street, the chances are excellent that you
will receive LSD."
"We have found," he continued, "that
most of the drugs we check have been sold
under false pretenses, and that a large percentage of all the street drugs contain
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LSD-without the buyer knowing it."
Lou Hardy, director of Friends, has
praised the program as being of a "great
help" to his organization. "This program
gives us knowledge of what is happening in
the street regarding the drug situation,"
Hardy explained. "But the most significant
contribution is the school's ability to feed
back information very rapidly when a batch
of bad street drugs gets in circulation. One
of the most dangerous aspects of drug abuse
is someone taking a home brew drug
without knowing what he is getting," Hardy
continued, "and this can result in a life or
death crisis situation."
Hardy cited one example when a batch
of misrepresented street drugs virtually
disappeared from circulation after the
school's analysis of their content was publicized.
Both Hardy and Dr. Brown agree that a
main reason for the program 's success so
far is the credibility the drug users have in
the findings reported by the pharmacy
students. "The community trusts our work,
and we could not exist any other way,"
noted Dr. Brown. He believes a long range
effect of the Pacific Information Service on
Street Drugs will be a reduction in the drug
problem through an awareness by the
public on the vast number of street drugs
sold under false pretenses.

HOWARD APPELL, lower photo, prepares
to analyze a sample of a "street drug" while
Carl Gross, top, measures out a precise
amount of another sample.
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Alumni Will Help
Recruit Students
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Expansion of student recruitment efforts_ were announced last month by
President McCaffrey during the annual
series of regional alumni meetings and at
other public gatherings.
P~ans are underway to expand the
recrmtment of students from the Midwest
the East coast, and Southern California. At
the same time alumni and current students
have been called into action to bolster
enrollment next fall .
In announcing the expanded efforts,
McCaffrey noted that college enrollments
are on the decline through the U.S., "and to
us this is a critical situation because we are
dependent upon student tuition for 75 per
cent of our income.'' The president said that
with the meager endowment on hand at
Pacific, a drop in enrollment means an
immediate financial burden for the
University.
He also emphasized that the problem is
not as great at Pacific as at several other
schools. For example, while enrollment has
declined as much as 15 to 20 per cent in
some schools, Pacific has maintained its
enrollment during the current year. Also, in
such fields as engineering, which have
experienced large losses at some other
institutions, the new co-operative education
program has actually resulted in an
enrollment increase at Pacific. However
more students are needed to bring it to full
strength.
At its winter board meeting the Pacific
Alumni Association board voted to establish
an alumni admissions assist program. This
is being designed to have alumni contact
prospective students and to follow-up on
students which have already been admitted.
It is operating in conjunction with the admissions office with names of admitted
students refered to participating alumni
through the alumni office. At the same time,
alumni are being asked to channel names of
prospective students through the alumni
office to admissions personnel for followthrough and additional contact.
Details on the "Admissions Assist"
program can be obtained by writing the
Alumni House, University of the Pacific,
Stockton, California 95204.
Another effort is being launched by the
students who are returning to their homes
for the spring vacation. Volunteers in this
program will visit high school students in
their areas to discuss the university. They
also will contact admitted students who
may be considering enrollment in another
school next fall.
Admissions authorities indicate that
both private and public college and
university enrollments are expected to take
a sharp drop this year. Some state institutions are predicting declines of several
thousand students.
Exact reasons for the sudden drop in
enrollment are not readily available
although speculation includes such factors
as the economic recession, decline in the job
market, inability to obtain jobs with general
liberal arts degrees, and the decline in the
draft.

I'M JUST TOO WISHY WASHY says
Douglas Riddle as Charlie Brown to Nancy
Shideler who plays Lucy in "You're a Good
Man, Charlie Brown", Pacific Theatre's
most recent play. The theatre group is now
rehearsing "Henry IV, Part I" to be
presented April 21, 22, 23, 27, 28, 29 .

Legal Advocacy
Director Named
John Dutton, retired judge of the Santa
Clara Municipal Court, has been appointed
as director of the Center for Legal Advocacy and Research at Pacific's McGeorge School of Law in Sacramento.
. ~ean Gordon Schaber, retired presidmg JUdge of the Superior Court in Sacramento County, also announces formation of
an advisory board to the Center. Named as
members are retired United States
Supreme Court Justice Tom Clark, retired
California State Supreme Court Chief
Justices Phil Gibson and Roger Traynor
and the current Chief Justice of the State
Supreme Court, Donald Wright.
Dutton joined the McGeorge faculty last
September as an associate professor. He
previously spent seven years as a judge in
Santa Clara County. The 1958 graduate of
the University of California Law School
(Boalt Hall) was an attorney for six years
before being appointed to the bench.
The Center for Legal Advocacy and
Research at McGeorge will emphasize the
training of McGeorge students in trial
. advocacy, courtroom skills and litigation. A
$400,000 fund raising drive is underway to
construct a circular "Courtroom of the
Future" that will be the heart of the Center.
The complex, a radical departure from the
conventional courtroom, will incorporate
several innovative features designed to improve trial procedures.
The structure will be the first trial
courtroom at a law school accredited by the
American Bar Association, and the UOP
Board of Regents has approved the
preparation of construction plans for the
project.
The project recently received the endorsement of the California Trial Lawyers
Association.
"This program," explained Schaber,
"will involve other members of our faculty
and members of the trial bench and bar
throughout the State of California. It also
will help us relieve a common complaint
that law school graduates have minimal
training and experience in actual trial
procedures."

Third Class
Is Now in
Costa Rica
Fifteen students from Elbert Covell College are now in San Jose, Costa Rica for a
semester of classes that started on March 6.
on March 6.
The group of students are the third to
spend a semester in Costa Rica since an
agreement for the program was arranged in
1970 with the University of Costa Rica and
the Binational Center in San Jose. The Binational Center is a non-profit organization
operated jointly by a group of private citizens from Costa Rica and North America.
The entire Costa Rican program is different from most overseas projects operated
by American colleges in Latin America.
This is because the UOP students speak fluent Spanish, which is mandatory at Pacific's Elbert Covell College, where all classes
are taught in Spanish. Because the students
will have no language barriers, they will reside with families in San Jose, instead of
being housed together in one area like UOP
students are at an overseas program in
Bangalore, India. They also will spend a
large portion of their time working in a professional field such as business, education
or government instead of spending most of
their time in the classroom.
The program breakdown is six units of
class time at University of Costa Rica, six
units of work experience with various firms,
2.5 units in seminar and from 1 to 3 units in
special project work or independent research.
"College students in Latin America traditionally divide their day between classes
and jobs," explained Elbert Covell College
Provost Dr. Gaylon Caldwell, "and we feel
our students there should do the same. By
doing this, and residing individually with
Costa Rican families, the students will
become more familiar with the culture and
life style of the people. This also certainly
will enhance their learning experience and
broaden their educational understanding of
Latin America."
Clark Shimeall, Covell professor who is
director of the program , explained that the
cost of the semester abroad and transportation to and from Costa Rica will be about the
same as if the students were in Stockton.
This is possible because housing and food
costs are considerably less in Costa Rica
than in the United States.

•
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McCaffrey Introduced at Regional Meetings

Pacific
Journal
Reviews
New Laws
A review of selected 1971
California
legislation- including a discussion of significant changes in areas of
civil procedure, consumer
protection and juvenile lawhighlights the current issue
of Pacific Law Journal.
The analysis of significant
California legislation is published by students at McGeorge School of Law in Sacramento. This review of recent state legislation was
handled by the California
Continuing Education of the
Bar until 1971, when the Pacific Law Journal became
the sta tewide publication
providing the l egal community with this information.
Areas covered include civil
procedure, consumer protection, juvenile law, domestic relations, environmental
protection, administration of
estates, crimes, commercial
transactions, workmen's
compensation and taxation.
In addition, the journal
contains an article by San
Francisco attorney Edward
. Jackson on the recent State
Supreme Court decision declaring attachments unconstitutional, and an article on
the stain of arrest records on
those not convicted by Southern California attorney and
State Assemblyman Walter
Karabian (D-Monterey
Park). Other articles concern sex discrimination in
employment and sources of
legislative intent in California.
A comments section by
McGeorge students discusses the educational voucher
system, relocation assistance in California, preventive detention of criminals
and the penal ombudsman.
The journal, published
semi-annually, is available
on a subscription basis for $7
per year from Pacific Law
Journal, 3201 Donner Way,
Sacramento, CA 95817.
Editor-in-Chief is Charles
Sanders.

Record numbers of alumni, parents and
prospective students turned out to meet
President and Mrs. McCaffrey at the annual
series of regional meetings held in
California last month.
Starting with a Saturday afternoon
reception in San Diego on February 19, the
series continued with late afternoon and
evening receptions in Los Angeles ,
February 20 ; Sacramento, February 22 ;
San Francisco, February 23 ; Fresno,
February 29 and Bakersfield, March 1.
Each of the meetings, sponsored by the
Pacific Alumni Association, was structured
so that individuals could personally meet
with President and Mrs. McCaffrey ; more
than 1,400 persons took advantage of the
opportunity. McCaffrey also addressed
each of the gatherings.
In each instance McCaffrey pointed out
facets of the University which he has found
particularly significant since officially
assuming his duties on December 1. He
stressed the "friendliness of the campus"
and indicated that is something which is
not common to other campuses. Other
aspects which he termed "unique" to
Pacific included the close student-faculty
relationships, innovative educational
programs, the international dimension of
the university and, above all, the tradition
of academic excellence.
Commenting on the relative calm on
college campuses this year, McCaffrey said
that UOP has been fortunate in avoiding

major disturbances in the past. He
cautioned, however, that this did not mean
that Pacific students were not involved and
concerned. They are heavily involved in a
wide variety of community oriented
programs, in Stockton, Sacramento, and
San Francisco, he said.
As an example, McCaffrey cited the
School of Education. Students in that school
volunteer about 2,500 hours per week in
community oriented programs ranging
from tutoring to play ground supervision. A
minimal estimate is that students devote at
least 5,000 hours per week to volunteer
efforts in the Stockton community.
Various members of the Alumni
Association were responsible for
arrangements and programs at each of the
regional meetings. Charles and Ann Makio
handled the arrangements for the San Diego
meeting. In Los Angeles, Robert Wilson,
Ronald Loveridge and Herman Saunders
spearheaded the programs. Dusty Miller,
John Colton and Bill Wirt developed the
meeting in Sacramento. Stephen Henry in
Fresno and Don Pruit in Bakersfield were
responsible for those meetings. Chris
Greene, president of the Association and
Roy Williams, vice president and president
elect, hosted the San Francisco gathering.
Dr. and Mrs. George Eberhart, president of
the Pacific Parent's Association and Mr.
and Mrs. Richard Barnes, president elect,
also assisted in San Francisco and Fresno
respectively.

HUNDREDS OF ALUMNI,

p arents and prospective
parents passed through reception lines at the regional
meetings held last month in
California. Above, Chairman
of the Board and Mrs. Ted
Baun and President and Mrs.
McCaffrey welcome guests
at the Fresno gathering.

University Day Set for May 6
A day-long insight into the university
and its programs will be open to all persons
interested in Pacific during "University
Day", May 6.
Developed under the auspices of the
Pacific Alumni Association in co-operation
with the various schools and colleges, the
theme for the event will be "The Diversity
of UOP." Included will be two general
sessions and a host of smaller events conducted by the individual schools and
colleges.
Activities will open with the traditional
"Strawberry Breakfast" at Anderson Y.
President McCaffrey will speak on the
general academic thrust of the university.

This will be followed by a series of
programs in which the participating
divisions of the university will provide insight into their specific objectives.
A noon barbeque luncheon will launch
the second portion of the programming
which will feature an emphasis on the arts
and social activities within the specific
schools.
Activities will conclude with a Clark
Terry jazz concert in the evening. A related
event will be an a cappella choir reunion
concert on Sunday, May 7.
Only costs for the event will be a
minimal charge for breakfast and lunch.
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Mid-Year Gift Report

Taxes are Assets I

Shows Large Increase

By WESLEY J. A. JONES

A large increase in the number of gifts
from alumni and parents is revealed in a
mid-year report from the University's
Development Office. The total number of
gifts from alumni increased from 276 to 950
during the first six months of the current
fiscal year which ends August 31. At the
same time, gifts from parents increased
from 16 to 177.
An analysis of gifts as of February 29
indicates that the total number of gifts has
increased by about 100 per cent while, with
the exception of one large gift for restricted
purposes and estate gifts total amount given
is only about 25 per cent above the total for
one year ago at the same time.
In the unrestricted giving area (funds
given for budget support) the number of
gifts has increased from 457 to 1,214. A year
ago $274,216 had been received for unrestricted purposes from all constituences.
This included $123,396 from seven estates. A
comparable total this year is $182,441 including $4,817 from three estates. If nonrecurring income from estates is disregarded for both years, giving for the
current year would be about $26,804 ahead
of a year ago.
Among significant gifts received
recently are a $75,000 grant from the James
Irvine Foundation for scholarship assistance and $20,000 matching grants from
both The Gustavus and Louise Pfeiffer
Research Foundation and the William G.
Irwin Charitable Foundation for a Nuclear
Magnetic Resonance Spectrometer.
Also, grants have been approved from
The Research Corporation (A Foundation
for the Advancement of Science) for Carl E.
Wulfman, department of physics, COP
($42,600), and Larry 0. Spreer, department
of chemistry, COP ($5,950).

Caveat
The deadline for amending
charitable remainder unitrusts and
charitable remainder annuity trusts so as
to meet the requirements of Section 664 of
the Internal Revenue Code has been
extended once again by the Treasury
Department to June 30, 1972. This
requirement applies only to trusts
created after July 31, 1969. Trusts created
prior to that date are not affected and
need not conform to the Internal Revenue
Code as amended by the Tax Reform Act
of 1969.

Director, Planned Gifts

At this time of year, we taxpayers
lament loudly the annual agonizing bouts
we must endure in preparation of our federal and state income tax returns.
To some persons the wails are due just
to the struggle over accumulation of the information needed to be recorded, and the
actual effort to record that information on
unfamiliar reporting forms. To others, however, the pains are more justifiable. It is not
uncommon for higher bracket taxpayers to
dream wistfully of a Nirvana in which they
could keep and enjoy more of the fruits of
their economic labors.
Actually, for some friends and alumni
of Pacific the prospect of "tax-time" each
year could arouse inward feelings of
pleasure .
To the degree they consider themselves
"high bracket" tax payers, their desires to
provide more financial assistance to their
school may be more readily fulfilled than
they might expect. So they might approach
April15 each year with the double joy: that
they have liberally supported private
higher education, and at the same time
produced deductions so great as to
materially reduce or even eliminate their
tax liability .
The answer to this apparent anomaly is
provided in recognizing taxes not as liabilities, but as assets-assets to be given away
so as to create income tax deductions which
reduce income and thus lower the consequent tax liability. All taxpayers who
itemize their deductions already experience
this result to some extent.
An extension of the recognition of taxes
as assets is the use of tax leverage-a new
term to many. But the use of tax leverage
may be the key to increasing one's gifts to
Pacific. Maximum tax leverage is achieved
by giving appreciated property to Pacific
which, in turn , liquidates the property to obtain cash and does so without payment of
tax on the appreciation. Leverage is
achieved then, when the tax deductions to
the donor produce such tax savings as toresult in a "negative" or negligible cost to the
tax payer.

Tuition Increase
Announced

Tuition and board and
room rates at the University
of the Pacific will be increased by $150 annually for the
1972-73 academic year. The
cost for board will be increased from $860 to $890 per
year, and the room costs will
be increased from $450 to
$460 per year.
The boost in tuition is less
than many of the increases
being announced by other
universities which offer a
comparable quality education. The increase will not be
used to finance new programs. Also, the total University budget is being trimmed in as many areas as possible to keep rising costs to a
minimum.
The most familiar example of apTuition will rise from
preciated property used in making charit- $2,510 to $2,660 per academic
able gifts is stock. The greater the differ- year for the general Univerence between the tax payer's "basis" for sity. Similar increases will
the stock and the current value, the greater be applicable in divisions of
is the leverage result on the tax payer's re- the University operating on a
turn.
different calendar basis .
This
McGeorge
But there are other, less well-known, School includes
of
Law
in
Sacramenways of creating leverage which may be to, where the annual
rates
used-for example, the gift of an oil and gas will increase from $1,890
to
drilling program investment or the gift of $1,995 in the day program
real property on which tax payer has been and a similar increase in the
taking depreciation for a number of years evening program.
or the transfer of ownership to Pacific of
At the School of Dentistry
olde:J; unneeded life insurance policies.
in San Francisco, students
In future issues of PACIFIC REVIEW entering the new three-year
we shall detail the results of these various program will pay $3,750 anmethods. In the meantime, you or your nually. There will be a corcounsel are welcome, without obligation to responding increase for sturequest specific tax or estate planning in- dents enrolled in the old fourformation by mail from the Office of year program that is being
Planned Gifts, University of Pacific, phased out, and for students
Stockton, CA. 95204. Or, if you prefer, justl in the second year of the new
three-year program.
call at 209-946-2503.
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Calendar
THUR .• MARCH 30- Childrens Theatre Per ·
tormance "Winnie the Pooh" · De Marc us Brown
Theatre 2:00p .m .
FRI ., MARCH 31 - Children ' s Theater Per .
formance ."Winn ie the Pooh " ·De Marcus Brown
Theatre, 2:00p.m.
SAT., APRIL 1- Vacation ; Children 's Theater" W i nnie the Pooh " · De Marcus Brown Theater
2:00p.m .
TUES .• APRIL 4- Ciasses Resume.a:OO a.m. ;
Graduate rec ital- Don Stein, piano.a: 15 Con ·
servatory.
WED ., APRIL 5- Senior Rec i tal- Gary Colburn,
Senior ; Alice Ball , piano ; and Lora Adams,
violin; Diane England, Soprano .
THUR ., APRIL 6- Academic Counc ii· Regents
Room .3: 00 p. m . Senior Recitai ·AIIan Davis,
Bassoon and Gary McLaughlin, Trumpet.a: 15
p. m .. conservatory .
FRI. , APRIL 7- Composers CIUb ·8 : 15 p.m .·
Conservatory . Y Film -Reflections in a Golden
Eye-6:30 and 9:00 p.m. -ALH .
SAT., APRIL S-Eibert Covell College . Latin
American Fl!ftival -12 : 00 noon·12 : 00 midnight·
DeMarcus Brown Theater . Y Film . Reflections in
a Golden Eye.6 : 30 and 9 : 00 p.m .-ALH
SUN ., APRIL 9-Y Film·Reflections in a Golden
Eye.6 :30 and 9:00 p.m. ·ALH . Students In·
ternational Meditation Society . WPC-236·7 p.m.
TUES ., APRIL 11-Graduate Recitai .Carol Hayes,
piano-8 : 15p.m. Conservatory. 1 and 1 Film ."To
D ie in Madrid"· ALH -6: 30 & 9:00p. m .
WED ., APRIL 12-Recitai· Vicki Miles, flute·8:1 5
p. m .. conservatory .
THU R., APRIL 13-University Dames Meeting ·l :30
Gold Room. Senior Recital . Bob Woodward, violin
and Peggy Salmon, trombone·8 : 15 p.m . Conservatory .
FRI., APRIL 14-Senior Recitai · Robert Brown,
saxophone and Joan Hildebrand, piano.8 : 15 p. m.
conservatory . Y Film -"Who's Afraid of Virginia
Woolf "-6: 30 and 9: 00 p .m . ALH
SAT., APRIL 15-Math Field Day-All
DayDeMarcus Brown Theater . Y Film " Who's Afraid
of Virginia Woolf" 6:30 & 9: 00 ALH .
SUN., APRI, 16- Y Film-Who's Afra id of Virginia
Woolf- 6: 30 and 9 p. m . ALH . Student's In·
ternational Meditation Society ·7·10 p.m . -WPC
236. Panhellenic Presents- 2 : 00 -4 : 00 p . m . Sorority Houses.
MON., APRIL 17-Callison College Counc i l Film" Bombay Talkie"-7 :30-WPC 140.
TUES ., APRIL 18- General UOP Faculty MeetingAlbright 140·4:00 p .m . Senior Recital -Marcus
Moore, voice.a: 15 p. m . Conservatory.
WED ., APRIL 19- Contemporary Ensemble.8: 15
p . m .- Conservatory . Student's International
Meditation Society.212 Ad. Bldg . 4: 00 p.m . & 8

TH~·~;

APRIL 20--AII Campus Steak Dinner.
Modern Language Lecture-M ichel Launey-7: 30
p . m . ALH . Senior Rec ital-Robert Coburn Compos i tion-S: 15 p. m . Conservatory.
FRI., APRIL 21 - " Henry IV, Part 1", DeMarcus
Brown Theater, 8 :00p .m . Senior Rec ital -Delbert
Hughes, voice.conservatory. Betsy Strader,
violin, John Kay, tertor-8 : 15 p .m. Y Film ·The
Fox- 6: 30 and 9:00 p.m .- ALH .
SAT., APRIL 22- " Henry IV." Part 1", D eMarcus
Brown Theater, 8: 00p .m . Y Film -The Fox- 6:30
and 9: 00 p .m .-ALH .
_
SUN., APRIL 23-"Henry IV, Part 1", DeMarcus
Brown Theater, 8: 15p.m . Y Film-The Fox-6:30
and 9: 00 p.m . -ALH. Benef i t Concert for MTA·
Shirley Turner, piano, and Carol VanBronkhorst,
flute- Conservatory .3 : 00 p . m . Students International Meditation Soc iety-WPC 236·7 p.m. -10
p. m. Symphonetta Concert-Chapel ·8 : 15 p.m .
TUES .,
APRIL
25- " Eiijah "- 8:15
p . m ..
Conservatory.
WED ., APRIL 26- Senior Rec ital-Anne Hock·
stedler-piano ; Jay Smith, piano ; Janet M iller,
voice.a: 15 p.m .- Conservatory .
THUR ., APRIL 27- " Henry IV, Part 1", DeMarcus
Brown Theater, 8: 00 p.m . Junior Recitai . Reg
Huston, voice; Maria Elder, voice.a:15 p. m.
Math Department Visiting Lecturer in
Mathematics. AibriQht Auditorium-4:00 P.m.
FRI., APRIL 28- " Henry IV, Part 1", DeMarcus
Brown Theater, 8:15 p. m . A Cappella Choir
Concert.a: 15 p. m .- Conservatory . Y Film . Bonnie
and Clyde.6:30 and 9:00 p.m .-ALH, School of
Education Recognition D i nner - Reception Raymond Common Room, 6:00-7: 00 p.m.
SAT., APRIL 29- " Henry IV, Part 1", DeMarcus
Brown Theater, 8:15 p.m . Y Film -Bonnie and
Clyde.6:30 and 9:00 p. m. -ALH. ASUOP Concert" Ten Years After " -Stadium- 12:00-5: 00 p.m .
SUN ., APRIL 3(}-Y Film- Bonnie and Clyde-6:30
and 9:00 p. m . ALH . School of Pharmacy
Graduation-DeMarcus Brown Theatre ..
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Tiger Sports
By TONY SAURO
Sports Information Director

A record-shattering performance by
senior center John Gianelli helped
University of the Pacific's Tigers end an
otherwise disappointing basketball season
on a positive note.
While Coach Dick Edwards' Tigers had
to settle for a second-place finish in their
first year of competition in the rugged
Pacific Coast Athletic Association, Gianelli
"took a back seat to no one," as Edwards
says.
The 6-10 standout jammed in 28 points in
UOP's season-concluding 81-73 victory over
San Jose State as he established a new
career scoring record with 1,659 points.
Keith Swagerty held the old mark of 1,650.
In addition, Gianelli established career
records for scoring average (20.5); field
goals (629) and field-goal percentage (.525)
while setting a new single-season standard
for field-goal accuracy (.539). He finished
the season with a 21.5 scoring mark and was
ranked second nationally with his 17.9 rebounding average.
Gianelli's efforts did not go unnoticed.
He was the Pittsburgh Condors' No. 1 pick
(sixth over-all) in the recently held ABA
draft; was a unanimous choice as Northern
California Player-of-the-Year; was named
to Basketball Weekly's All-America team
and earned a first-team berth on the
National Association of Basketball Coaches'
All-District 8 squad.
"John really had a super year for us,"
says Edwards, whose career coaching
record now stands at 168-72. "He did everything we could possibly expect him to do.
"Naturally, we're disappointed that we
only finished second," adds Edwards,
whose Tigers compiled an 8-4 PCAA record
while going 17-9 over-all. "Anytime you
don't win the championship, you have to be
disappointed. But the kids played as hard as
they could all year and I'm proud of them
for that. Actually, this race boiled down to
seven points. Long Beach State (10-2 as the
PCAA titlist) won two road games by a total
of three points and we lost two road games
by a total of four points.
"This is one of the toughest conferences
in the country," Edwards adds. "There isn't
a weak link in the league. And, we're just
going to have to go back to work and make a
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run for the championship again next year."
Edwards seems to be well-stocked for
just such a run. Gianelli graduates and his
absence will be sorely felt. Forward Bernard Dulaney 00.5) and guard Pat
Douglass (8.4), both starters, also depart.
But burly Jim McCargo 07.2 and 12.6
rebounds ) returns along with standout
sophomore guard John Errecart (14.2 and
140 assists) and first-line reserves Ossie
Noble (7.1); Bucky Snyder (4.1) and John
Joshua (3.6).
Mike Fink, a muscular, 6-11, 250-pound
redshirt transfer from Washington, should
help fill Gianelli's shoes and a crop of
talented freshmen will make the team a
contender.
"We had one of our finest freshman
teams ever this season," says Edwards.
"Five of those kids could make our varsity
next year and play for us."
Premiere among the frosh is 6-5, 200pound forward Gary Dean, who could be
moved to guard next year. Dean shattered
every frosh scoring record in sight this year
while leading the little Tigers to a 19-5
season and earning all-NorCal recognition.
Dean averaged 26.4 points and 14.8 rebounds a game while setting new standards
for points (634); field goals (236) and singlegame marks for rebounding (34) and
scoring (47).
He'll be helped greatly by 6-8,
220-pound forward Chad Meyer (16.8 points
and 13.8 rebounds); 6-6 forward Dave Nunes
(13.7 points and 10.3 rebounds); 6-3 guard
Jim Weymouth (11.4) and 5-11 guard
Warren LeGarie (11.2).
This bunch combined for 58.2 rebounds
a game while outscoring the opposition by
an average of 16 points.
"True, we'll lose Gianelli," Edwards
admits. "And you can't lose a great player
like John without missing him tremendously. But, we could be a better team.
We'll have more size and more depth, that's
for sure.
"We had to play a very difficult
schedule this season,'' Edwards adds.
"Those early road games were tough on our
kids. And, it was a bit difficult for us to
make the adjustment to a new league and
new opponents as rapidly as we had to. I
think we'll be better next year.
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